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SAM BOSHNACK QUINTET: TRIPLE SPELUNK 
SAM BOSHNACK | BETH FLEENOR | DAWN CLEMENT | ISAAC CASTILLO | MAX WOOD 

  
Friday, April 5 – 8pm 
Chapel Performance Space 
Wayward Music Series 
4649 Sunnyside Ave N. 
with Amplified Clarinet Trio  
(Amy Denio / Beth Fleenor / Craig Flory) 
  

Sunday, April 28 – 8pm 
Vera Project 
Seattle Women in Jazz Festival 
Warren & Republican 
 

Friday, May 10 – 8pm 
Royal Room 
5000 S. Rainier Ave 
 

Information: www.boshnackmusic.com  
 
Sam Boshnack unleashes her beautifully quirky, high-energy quintet in a series of Seattle per-
formances, designed to explore her new work in different sonic contexts. One of the Frye Art 
Museum’s [Moment Magnitude] featured artists, Boshnack has had a powerful year, including 
an Artist Trust Fellowship for Music, and support from the Seattle Office of Arts & Cultural Af-
fairs for this latest project. The Sam Boshnack Quintet will be recording their first record follow-
ing their “Triple Spelunk,” as well as performing for elementary school children. The Sam 
Boshnack Quintet has also recently been nominated for an Earshot Jazz Golden Ear Award for 
2012 NW Alternative Jazz Group. 
  

Samantha Boshnack’s open voicings, jaunty tempos and buoyant timbral mixes have a friendly 
monster feel that achieves a bittersweet and elegiac mood of orchestral grandeur.  (Downbeat) 
 
Boshnack can scream or play it sweet.  (All About Jazz New York) 
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MORE ABOUT THE PROJECT   
 
Formed in 2011 – and premiered at the Royal Room opening gala – the Sam Boshnack     Quin-
tet performs all original music composed and performed by Samantha Boshnack (trumpets) with 
Beth Fleenor (clarinets/voice), Dawn Clement (piano/keyboards), Isaac Castillo (bass), and Max 
Wood (drums).  
 
Boshnack is quickly gaining acclaim as a composer.  The Quintet, which is Boshnack’s primary 
small ensemble as a leader, packs a power punch in what is recognized as a traditional jazz set 
up. Boshnack creates work with intricately woven soundscapes harboring deep grooves and 
punctuated, explosive improvisations. Her intention in the highly fluid Quintet, is to charge 
chamber precision with the syncopated rhythm of her personal blend of jazz, rock, contempo-
rary chamber, world, and experimental music. An intimate but high-energy band, Boshnack cre-
ates space for the strength and quirks of each individual voice to be spotlighted and ignited.  
 
Like all of Boshnack’s projects, she works to eliminate boundaries and create a sound that re-
flects the dynamic complexities of individual experience…that’s also a really good time.   
 

 

MORE ABOUT THE ARTIST 

 

Samantha Boshnack has composed and performed with a plethora of Seattle-based musicians 
and groups since graduating from Bard College in 2003. Her teachers have included Erica Lind-
say, Joan Tower, Denney Goodhew, Jerry Sabatini, Kyle Gann, and Greg Glassman. Her work 
has received acclaim from music critics around the world, and has received support from 
4Culture, Jack Straw Productions, ASCAPlus, Meet the Composer and the Seattle Mayor's Of-
fice of Arts & Cultural Affairs.  
 
Boshnack has toured Africa, Europe, Canada, and extensively in the U.S. Her music has been 
performed in a variety of venues, from rock clubs and theaters, to festivals and schools. In 2004 
she joined Reptet, an all original high-energy jazz sextet. Reptet has released three critically-
acclaimed full-length records with a majority of Boshnack originals - "Do This!" (2006), "Chicken 
or Beef?"(2008), "AT THE CABIN" (2011), and one single on vinyl - "Agendacide" (2009). She 
leads two ensembles dedicated solely to performing her music; the Sam Boshnack Quintet and 
the B'shnorkestra (an alternative chamber orchestra). Boshnack also plays and composes in the 
Wayne Horvitz/Robin Holcomb/Tom Varner led Washington Composers Orchestra (WACO) as 
well as the Seattle Jazz Composers Ensemble (SJCE). In addition to the aforementioned pro-
jects, she can be heard playing and composing with Picoso an all original son/salsa group.  
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In addition to her work as a composer, she is a trumpet player in high demand in a wide variety 
of genres including: salsa/son, jazz/free jazz, rock, avant-garde, classical, and Klezmer. She 
has performed or recorded with Butch Morris, Los Campesinos, Led to Sea, Publish The Quest, 
Eyvind Kang, Evan Flory Barnes, Paul Rucker, Orkestar Zirkonium, among others. Boshnack is 
also a music educator who currently teaches trumpet and piano at several schools in the Seattle 
area.  
 
 
SUPPORT 

Support for this project was provided by the City of Seattle Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs.  

                         

 
 
 
INTERSECT.  INTERACT.  INTEGRATE.  
 
Established in 2004, in an effort to open the lines of communication, The Frank Agency is an 
innovative arts management organization dedicated to bridging the spaces between artists, pre-
senters, and audience members. By assisting artists in the clarification, articulation and amplifi-
cation of their vision, it is our hope that a higher volume of art can be created and received. 
www.thefrankagency.org  / www.franklivewire.wordpress.com  
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